Yoda coffee sleeve
A Crochet Pattern by Corrina Christine

Warm, the coffee must stay!

getting started
materials:
▶

▶
Yarn: You can use any brown and green worsted weight yarn for this project. For the sleeve I used LionBrand’s Pound Of Love
(Taupe) and for the Yoda I used Bernat Super Value (Forest Green) You will also need a little bit of any white and black yarn for the
eyes and hair of the yoda.
▶
Hooks: For this project you will need 6.0mm and 4.0mm crochet hooks
▶
Stitch Marker
▶
Yarn Needle
▶
Scissors
▶
Hard Bristled Brush (optional) for combing out the hair.
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abbreviations:

CH - Chain
SC - Single Crochet
HDC - Half Double Crochet
DC - Double Crochet
SS - Slip Stitch
HDC2TOG - Half Double Crochet 2 stitches together (decrease)
YO - Yarn Over
SK - Skip
PM - Place Marker

Full Video Tutorial - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTG4PYiTI1g

The Sleeve

This pattern begins with making the sleeve using the taupe coloured yarn and the 6.0mm crochet hook. The finished sleeve will fit a 9inch round
coffee cup. To adjust the size of the sleeve to fit a different size cup change the number of chain stitches in the foundation chain. The sleeve pattern is a
multiple of 2+1 so to change the foundation chain make sure it is a mulitple of 2 plus one more chain at the end (this is for creating that first star stitch
in round 1).
First we will start by making the foundation chain and then join the foundation chain at each end with a slip stitch so that we can crochet in the round.
(a few years ago I discovered the best method for joining a foundation chain to crochet in the round, you have to check it out, it will change your
life )
Video Link - The Best Method for Joining a Starting Chain without Twisting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOIEMo6CBrY&t=2s

😉

Round 1: Chain 3. Here you will

Step 3: insert your hook into the base
work your way down the chain start- of the star, yarn over and pull a loop
ing at the second chain from hook
onto the hook. (4 loops on the hook)
and into the first 3 chains of your
round inserting your hook into each
chain and pulling the yarn through
to draw a loop onto the hook. You
will end up with 6 loops on the hook.
Step 4: Insert your hook into the
Yarn over and pull through all 6 loops
on the hook. Chain 1. You have just
completed the first star stitch.
(the first star stitch is a little different
then the rest)
Now I will show you how to do a star
stitch. This stitch will be used for the rest
of the sleeve, the only difference will be in
round 1 you go into the chain stitches in
rounds 3 and 5 you go into the HDC from
the previous round.

next chain or stitch, yarn over
and pull a loop onto the hook. (5
loops on the hook)

Step 5: Insert your hook into the
next chain or stitch, yarn over
and pull a loop onto the hook (6
loops on the hook)

Step 6: Yarn over and pull

through all 6 loops on the hook. Chain 1

Repeat steps 1 through 6 all the way around. You will end up with
16 star stitches.

Step 1: Insert your hook into the eye

of the star, yarn over and pull a loop
onto the hook (2 loops on the hook)

Step 2: insert your hook between the
first and second leg of the star, yarn
over and pull a loop onto the hook (3
loops on the hook)
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When you reach the end go through the eye of the star, pull up a
loop. Go into the where the chain joined, pull up a loop. You will
have 3 loops on the hook, pull through all 3 loops. Join with a sl st
to the third chain.

Phew! we made it through round 1 and hopefully you learned a new stitch or method for joining the stitch at the
end of the round that doesn’t leave gaps. If you ended up with any questions you can always refer to the full video
tutorial on making the yoda coffee sleeve at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTG4PYiTI1g
Round 2: chain 2 (PM), *2 hdc in the eye of the next star* repeat from between the * in each eye of the star all the
way around. This will give you 32 hdc. When you reach the end hdc2tog going into the base of the starting chain
2 and into the first chain. Join with a sl st to the second chain.
Round 3: ch 3, go into second loop from the hook, the third loop from the hook, the base of the chain and the
next 2 stitches, pulling up loops onto the hook. You should end up with 6 loops on the hook. Yo and pull through
all 6 loops, ch 1. This completes the first star stitch.
Now you will complete the round by following steps 1 through 6 in the photo tutorials above only this time you
are working into the HDC stitches from round 2. You will end up with 16 star stitches.
When you reach the end go through the eye of the star, pull up a loop. Go into the base of the starting chain, pull
up a loop. You will have 3 loops on the hook, pull through all 3 loops. Join with a sl st to the third chain.
Round 4: chain 2 (PM), *2 hdc in the eye of the next star* repeat from between the * in each eye of the star all the
way around. This will give you 32 hdc. When you reach the end hdc2tog going into the base of the starting chain
2 and into the first chain. Join with a sl st to the second chain.
Rounds 5 and 6: Repeat rounds 3 and 4
The sleeve is basically done, now we just need to add some pretty borders!
Round 7: *sk 1, 5sc in the next st, sk 1, sl st in the next* repeat from between the * all the way around. Join with a
slip stitch to the beginning. Fasten off and weave in ends.
Turn the cozy upside down and join with a sl st, into the back seam. Single crochet in each chain stitch around.
Join with a sl st. Fasten off and weave in ends.
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making the head

making the eyes

The head is made using the forest green coloured yarn and the 6.0mm
crochet hook. It is worked in continuous rounds using a stitch marker at
the beginning of each round.

The eyes are made using the forest green coloured yarn and the 4.0mm
crochet hook.
Create a magic ring

Create a magic ring

Round 1: Sc 9 times into the magic ring (9sc)

Round 1: sc (loosely) 10 times into the magic ring.(10 sc) pull magic ring
almost closed but not tight to begin the next round.

Round 2: sl st into the next 4 sts, 2hdc into the next st, 2 dc into the next
st, 2 hdc into the next st, sl st into the next 3 sts. Leave a long tail for
joining to the head.

Round 2: sc in the next stitch (PM), sc in the next V-post. *sc in the next
st, sc in the next V-post* repeat from *-* around. (20sc) pull the magic
ring tightly closed now.

With black and white thread sew into the middle to define the eye using
the picture of yoda as guidance. Sew the eyes onto the head.

making the ears
The ears are made using the forest green coloured yarn and the 4.0mm
crochet hook.

Round 3: sc into the first V-post (PM), sc into each V-post around. (20sc)

Ch 11

Round 4: sc into the first stitch (PM), sc in the next 2 V-posts, *sc in the
next st, sc in the next 2 V-posts* repeat from between the * all the way
around. (30sc)

Round 1: sl st into the second chain from hook, sl st into the next 2
chains, sc in the next 3 chains, hdc in the next 2 chains, dc in the next
ch, (dc, ch 2, sl st) into the last chain. Working around the other side of
chain, ch 2, dc in the next 2 chains, hdc in the next 2 chains, sc in the
next 3 chains, sl st in the next 3 chains. Join with a sl st. Fasten off, leave a
long tail for sewing onto the head.

Round 5: sc in the first V-post (PM), sc in each V-post around. Join with
a sl st into the beginning V-post. (30sc) Fasten off leaving a long tail for
sewing onto the coffee cozy.

making the mouth and nose

Thread the tail onto a yarn needle and weave it from the top of the ear
down to the bottom. (Depending on which side of the head you are going
to sew it onto, depends on which side of the ear you weave the tail down).
Pull the tail slightly to make the ear curve. Sew the ears onto the head
using the picture of yoda as guidance.

The mouth and nose are made using the forest green coloured yarn and a
4.0mm crochet hook.

making the hair

Ch 8
Round 1: 2sc in the second chain from hook, sc in the next 5 chains, 4
sc in last ch, working around the other side of the chain, sc in the next 5
chains, 2sc in last ch. Join with a sl st. (18 sc)

Cut a few strands of white yarn and attach them to the yoda head just
above and below the ears.. Separate the strands of yarn and comb with
a hard bristle brush. See video tutorial for reference at: https://youtu.be/
uTG4PYiTI1g?t=4800

Round 2: ch 1, sc in the same st as ch 1, sc in the next st, hdc in the next 2
sts, 2dc in the next st, hdc in the next 2 sts, sc in the next 12 sts. Join with
a sl st. (20 sts) Fasten off leaving a long tail to sew onto the face.

The only thing left is to sew the yoda head onto the sleeve and voila!!!

😍

Nose:sl st join before the first dc of the mouth, sl st, in between the 2

Your Yoda Coffee Sleeve is complete

Cut a long piece of black yarn and thread onto a yarn needle. Sew lips
onto the mouth using the black yarn and the picture of yoda as guidance.

I love seeing your works of crochet art. Please share with me, by tagging
your creations on:
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/yarn2tog/
Facebook: @yarn2tog
Twitter: https://twitter.com/yarn2tog

dc stitches, ch 2 (counts as a dc), *yo, pull through 2 loops on the hook*
repeat from *-* 3 more times.Pull through all 5 loops on hook, ch 1, sl
into same st, sl st into next st. Fasten off and weave in end.

Sew the mouth onto the head.
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